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C.P. No. 189 

Shadowgraphs of tide1 Projccsiles Fired at Egh Mach Numbers 
and near M = I in the N.P.L. Ballistic Range 

-By- 
W. F. Cope, %A., A..F.R.Ae.S. 

of the AeroQnamics Division, N.P.L. 

znd July. 195L. 

Shadow phs of 20 mm projectiles fired in the R.P.L. Ballistic Range 
at Maoh mmioers mmly) above 3 are shown, and the important features discussed. T- 

Shsdowgraphs of three rounds whose Mach numbers passed through I4 = I 
in their passage down the range are also shorn. In all three cases the drag 
end in one all the Aerodynmio Forec Coefficients I-rero dderminod.. The effect 
of the retardation is discussed and it is concluded that the effed is probably 
small enough to be negligible except perhaps on the drag. 

These rounds were stablo, tho umstablti region for projectile is at a 
lower Nwh number (about $). To illustmto this, tho analysis of some earlier 
rounds is included. 

Ini-mdw~~cm _-l_l&- 

Boforc the E3llistic Range of the former %ineering Division, N.P.L. 
was transferred to Aero~mmics Division, N.P.L. md closed down, several spin 
stabilimd projectiles we:-e fired -rith muzzle velocities such that the projeotile 
dropped thmugh the velocity of sound in its passage dam the range. 'The 
munds were fired to obtain information of value to Eternal Ral.listicians. 
Butbeoauso of the interest in pkenomona in the Transonic Region shevfn by 
Aezvdynmiciststhis report has be-n commmicatod in case i$ has anything of 
value to than.. 

A selection of the prints from shadowgraphs of projectiles at 
relatively high Each numbers (about 2;) have been included in this report 
because relatively few seem to have been published. prints of the transohio 
rounds are also included since these have an interest in their own right. 
Rut the emphasis in the case of the latter is rather different because the 
several aoro&ymmic force coefficients wore determined fromtho ascertained 
motion. This involvos consideration of b&h the stability of the motion and 
of the question of the effect of the acceleration tcmns. semi? transonic 
rcemds fired mch earlier ham also been included in this section. 

Published with permission of the Director, Nationel Pl-&asl Iaboratorg. 
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PM jectile Length of ilead 
Number Boar Head Shape Rigure u M 

Calibres Calibres C.R.H. Number ft/seo willion: 

F.117 2.50 2,69 7.5 1 1,136 1 .ooy 2.3 

: 1,124 1,178 1.002 0.998 
'; 1,116 1,113 0.988 0.931 

F.121 2.50 2.69 7.5 6 1,123 1 .ooo 2.3 
z 1,120 0.997 

1,119 0.996 
" 9 1,118 0.995 

IO 1,118 0.995 . 

F.119 2.50 2.69 7.5 II* 1,131 1.oc5 2.3 
' ,I F 1,114 0.990 

I?.102 2.50 2.69 7.5 
F.105 

:: '. 2,100 1.86 4.3 
2,055 1.64 

F.108 2.50 ) 2.G9 7.5 15 2.75 
F.112 16 

3,120 6.3 
3,120 2.76 

1.104 3.02 1.66 3.0 17 
I.107 ICI y-& 

7.0 
, ;.;a$ . 

E.-i 01 2.50 2.18 5.0 19 
E.103 

3,480 3.10 7.0 
20* 3,510 3.12 

0.100 2.50 2.18 5/lo 21 3,500 3.10 7.0 
0.103 22: 3,510 3.12 

2 1.99 2.69 7.5 23 
a.‘> 

3,510 3.11 7.0 
3,500 3.10 

F.114 2.50 2.69 7.5 
$.> 

3,510 3.11 7.0 
F.115 3,510 3.12 

N.lO1 2.50 2.18 5/c3 27 3,500 3.10 7.0 
N.102 cone 28" 3.19 

12.920 
3,580 

semi 
,I' <an& 

Calibre of PMjectiles 

Rifling of Gun 

* 

20 n?M. 

I turn in 513.4 mm (1.685 f-t), nominal1 in 25. 

Rounds with appreciable ym. The pkme of the 
yaw is approximately parallel to tine plane of 
the shadowgraph. 

Means a head of le 
tangential (or true 

h appropriate to a 
T o&e of X calibres, 

the radius of the ogive being Y calibres. 
A tangential ogive head X/k C.R.H. is usually 
written X C.R.H. and a conical head 
x/c-Jc.R.H. is often specifierl by its angle. 
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x 
Is calculated w5th the length (1) of the 
projectile as the representative length. 
R @1+30 x length in calibres x U ft/sec. 

The velocity for F.117, P.llp and F.121 was measured on a 3 ft 
base entracing the frame of the shadcwgrqh. The distance was known to 
0.001 ft and the time to 1 PS, the velocity is therefore acclL*ato to about 
1 part in 3,000. For all ttle other projectiles the velocity given is the 
mean value between the first and last frames (about 110 ft). The difference 
between the velocities at these two frames is between 50 ft/sec and100 ft/sec 
&pending of course on the retardation. 

The Table and its accompanying notes gives the essential infonmdion 
about the roun8.s filed. The comments which follow will be confined to unusual 
or striking features reveeled and for this reascn a number of the shadcugrcphs 
are not explicitly mentioned in the text. As a general ccnment the boundary 
layer is dearly define3 and. it is obvious that it is turbulent tmrards the 
base, but it is not possible to say precisely where trans"ticn occurs. 

The thickening of the boundary layer on the leeward side of the 
prcJectile when there is appreciable yaw is well shcwn in Figs. ,$, 11, 14, 16 
anti 28. The peripheral velocity of the projectile is over 400 f.s. at the 
highest velocities and the polar diagram of boundary layer thickness csnnct be 
detc@.ned from two shaclwgraphs at right angles. Therefore it is not known 
for certain whether the planes of msdmum yaw and. of maxtimun thickness coincide. 
The riflmC; of the gun is right hsndcd so that the bircumferential notion at the 
top is towards the reader when the ncse of the projectile is to his right. In 
fig,. 27 the thickzness of the boudary layer near the shoulder differs markedly 
on the two sides though there i s m yaw in the plane of the shadcwpph and only 
5" (at most) in the pLane at right angles to it. This is the only case of its 
kind discovered. in about 1,000 shadou~graphs and it is just possible that it is 
evidence of a phase difference between ma&mum yaw and maximum boundary thickness. 
But it seems much mere likely that the cause is a slightlybent or eccentric point 
to the cone. 

In Fig. 18 rr;vclets can be sccn on the Ttidward siac dlich appear to 
ori,ginate from the surfare near the ncse ad. to be reflected from the head shock 
oc that finally they are almost paz-l"llel to the body of the projectile. 

In several of the shadowgraphs and in particular in l?~g. 2l, Aich is 
the best example, 7.nvelcts can be seen in the region betircen the head and tail 
shocks. These wavelets are nearly at right angles to the main flow snd their 
origin is LUKWII. 

In Pigs. 4 and 5 the nearly straight shocks at the base of the 
projectile may be iiuc to gun blast. 

In Rig. 27 the total angle of the head. shock is about 1,.6' and agrees 
rcascnably wellvsith the preddcions of the Sccoll-Taylor theory. 

The shdcwgraphs liere taken by spark, its total &ration ~,as about 
1 PS but the intensity-time curve hnr. a very sharp peak and the effective time 
is abed 0.1 PS. The source is 1 mm dia. about l&2" f-rcmthe projectile, the 
angle of clivcrgence of the beam therefore is about 1 : 100 each side the mean. 



Transonic Rounds 

(a) Stabilitx 

Three projedilcs were fired; in one case (F.117) shaaowgraphs of 
the projectile were taken and the drag only determinecl, in the secoti (P.121) 
the course of the head shook at speeds below tlmt of sound ws studied as well, 
and in the third the motion we fully z.nalyeed and all the aer0dy-nzd.c force 
coefficients dctermincd. The definitions and the method of analysis will be 
found in Chapter YJII of Modern Dovolopments, High Sped 33.0~ (1753). The 
results obtained are as follovrs:- 

YCLWiIlg Nqps 
ROUM. Average Averago Bag, Lift, Moment, Moment Couple 
Number Mach No. YgVi fP 

A. 6 R/pU'r' fJ4 J/pUNr si.d 

F.117 0.77a - 0.7h.6 

F.117 0.976 12.4. 0.786 3.67 1~26 82.6 -1.33 

F.121 c.995 - 0.681 

wherein, in addition to the symbols already defined:- 

p f density, r S radius of projectile, 6 + yaw, w msu1tant 
transverse angular velocity of body, N E spin and R, L, E-I, H and J are 
respectively the forces or moments (about the C.G. of the projectile) 
involved in the several definitions. 

In all cases the velocity of the projectile drops through that of 
sound in its passage down the range but, as E.gs. 29, 30 and 32 shor7, there is no 
discontinuity in the slope of the velocity time curve. The mean yav of round 
IT.117 my be greater thi.3 that of P.121 but there is no way of knolxing. The 
largest yaw visible (ill Fig.5 F.117) is about 8' in the plane of the shadowgraph, 
in l?i.gs. 3 sd 4 (F.117) the yaw is about 5" and in Figs. 1 and. 2 (F.117) quite 
small. !f'he yaw in ttig. 6 is not more than 3". The standard ballistic 

6a 
(F.IZI) 

fo?zlmlla fR& = fRo 1+ --- 
( ) 

give3 7.9. and 6.5' for the mean yaws of projectiles 
200 

Fail7 md P.121 respedive~ and a Value Of 0.57 for fRo. But the accuracy of 
this formda in this region is quite unknown and. this result only indicates 
reliably thd fRo is in the region of 0.6. 

It should. be noted that in Eigs. 27, 30 aa 32 the plotted points arc 
not velocities at a measuting frame but at points approximateljr midway between. 
The accuracy (as given in the notes to the Table) is such that the velocity is 
knwm to better than 1 f.s. 

The &istance of the head shock fromthc nose up to the point where it 
pssses off the plate is plottea as Fig. 31. The distance is calculated on the 
assumption that the shock is axisyl;a;letrioal and that the tangent lines to it, 
from the spark source, arc tangential at points not far from the trajectory. 
The discrepancy betiveen the Horizon-tnl and Vertical platen in frames 8, 9, 10 
.&I 11 say bc due to a breakdovm of these assumptions. T;TO and sometimes more 
head shocks appcer in Zigs. 7-10, presuably those nearer to the nose s.d weaker 
are reflected, shocks from the walls of the range or from %bles, cupboards in 
it. 55-g. 31 shws that these shocks ao not uniteuntil the projectile is 
txwrelling at a speed considerably belw that of sounil. 
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The chain &shed line in Fig. 31 indicates the distance separating 
the projectile snd a point roving with constant velocit equal to that of the 
projectile at time 0. (2-t ml.007, U -1,128 ft set). /y It suggests 
that the observed head shock distances are dependent upon the retardation of 
the projectile even before fi = 1. It is of course obvious that the 
ballistic range and the wina tunnel techniques are not measuring the same 
quantities because in the former cme the bcdy under observation is being 
retaraed.. There is a mass of evidence that at Mach numbers farfram unity 
the d.if'ference is of no practical jmpoz-tauloe. The point of-Fig. 31 is that 
it shows that the difference my be appreciable at Mach numbers very near to 
unity. 

The value of fR m%y be affected bothbjr the finite size of the 
range and. because the measurements were made with accelerations p=sent. 
It seems very unlilcely that the former is irrrportent except almost literally 
at.&= 1 becauss the area ratio range/projectile exceeds I&. 

The yav&ng and C.G. motion of round F.119 are plotted as Egs. 34. 
and 35 respectively at-d it can be seen that the rcwd is stable though the 
-5kqxhg is not large. The process of analysis revealed that there was no 
perceptible change in the damping factors as the velocity dropped through 
that of souna. Yigs. 36 and 37 are from the analysis of a round fired before 
the war when both the measuring appliance and the methods of analysis were 
mxfier. The accuracy of dcte m&nation of velocity is to about 1 in 500. 
The shape and calibre of the projectile was different (6 G.R.H. instead . 
of 7.5) and. I" instead of 20 mm but it is unlikely that the differences 
vitiate the comparison. It will bc seen that the motion (for J% ~1.01) is 
very silEJar. The remaining figures (38-45) of the same pre-war vintage tell 
a totally different story. Over the WC cover& (0.75 <A< 0.9) the motion 
is -table. The basic or processional component of the yaw increases 
consi(lcrab~, the subsi- or nutatiod component is constant or slightly 
&sniped. 

The result that spin stabilized bodies of revolution (at any rate 
of projectile form) arc unstable in the lower end df the transonic region is 
one that has been found in all firings carried out in the N.P.L. Eallistio 
RX++ A detailed analytical quantitative explanation cannot be given at 
present but a qualitative explanation which is at least plausible can be 
given on the following lines. It is based on the fact that the "lift" of a 
projectile is provided by the head only and is wall wvay. 

!C?le shock stall or lower critical Mach number for a proJectile head 
is 3 function of its shape and yaw, typical vnlues are J+I~ = 0.85 for no 
yaw dropping to 0.75 for IO' YlW, so that a projectile 111 relative motion 
to an air stream at these lb&h numbers and a little above would. experience, 
if it were yawing, violent prcssurc oscillations in the nci 

Y 
ti00a of its 

h&d. At aomedmt higher Nzch numbers (say 0.95 ti above the shocks have 
moved on to the pmllel portion where they arc relatively harmless since the 
pressure distribution here 1 's symnetrical ad. boundary layer breakway is 
fixed at tho t;iil am.2 is vnlilcely to move forwan3. at these angles of yaw. 

Fin stzbiliecd bodies have never been fired in the range and it is 
therefore impossible to m&e q estirwtcs o f b&y-fin interaction in the 
transonic region, nor of the effect of f'ins in altering the range of the 
region cf instability. 

The oscillatory motion of the projectile is of course relative to 
its centre of gravity which is about two thirds of its length f?.wm the nose. 
Therefore insofar as wmparison Tdth aerofoils is valid the results corrcspona 
to an zerofoil oscX!.lztWg about a pivot line about 2/3 chord from the nose. 

(b)/ 
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(b) The Unsteady State 

17ith regard to the unstedy &ate (Gardner and Ludloff 1950) stat0 
that acceleration terms are only important when 

M c I + (z j; z,v)~P 

where % is the deceleration. 

In this case 
forA< l.Ol. 

Ksr500, 1 "l/3, Ua -1,000 and the effect is only jmpotiant 
Fhythian (1952) states a criterion in the form "the 

proportional change, while the body trzvcls its oym length, in linear or 
angular velocity must be small if the adrtitiond aerodynamic force coefficients 
induced by the change arc to be small also". This criterion is satisfied in 
these firings. Unfortunately both these criteria are bzsed on linearised 
theory ad their accuracy neaz M = 1 is, at least, open to question. 

The direct analytical attack on tlie problem lends via von K&&~s 
transonic approximation to an equation which can be vnitten 

with appropriate boundary conditions. A represents the accelerdion terms 
which are constant in this case since the rctnrdation is constnnt. This 
equation is non-linear in a very awkwx-d way chzu&ng from hyperbolic to 
elliptic ;-iithin the region to be corddered. Xnquiries of Mathemdics 
Division, N.P.L. and elsn-rhcre hzve revealed that the andytical theory of 
such cquatiors is for practical purposes non-existant and that numerical 
solution would be very laborious and difficult. It does however seem likely 
that the presence of ":he A tern would not appreciably increase the 
difficulties. 

Lir., Reissner 2nd Tsien (1948) have carried the discussion a little 
further znd reach the conclusion that the problem is quasi steady if 

wherein 6 z thicticss ratio 

ula K E @b/U (the frequency parameter). 

FIC.TO 6 M 0.2 since the projectiles are about 5 calo. long and 

2x x 40 x l/3 
K * ------------- ~0.08 cc S=/" (= 0.34) 

1000 

so that the problem is quasi stztionrrry by their criterion. 

Therefore though the correction cannot be evaluded it seems 
reasonably certnin t&t the oscillatory motion of the projedile has not 
affected the numerical results, but that the retard&ion may have had M 
effect \ery near J"1 = 1. 

Findly the first ton fie;wrcs snd Fig. 31 have a topica", interest 
in connection with sonic bangs and could with advantage be studied in 
conjunction with (for instznoe) the figures of Lilley et a'L (1953). 
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The rounds were fired ad the analysis carried out by 
Nessrs D. W. kiley, D. A. lkd+q, E. G. Sanders and W. I'intson, m-embers of 
the Ballistic Fudge Team of the Gas Q-nzmics group of the crddKLe 
Exginecrinp Eivision, N.P.L. 
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117, 1136 f.s,, = 1.ooy 



Fig. 2: Projectile F117, 1128 f.s., Id s 1,002 



Fig. 3: ~oject~l~ PI1 1124 f.s., ld s 0.998 



Fig. 4: Projectil~~ll7* 1lt6 f.s,, = 0.991 



Pig. 5: Projectile P717, 1113 f.s., %? = 0.988 



Fig. : ~~j~ti~e Fl21, 1123 f.s., = 1.000 



:. 121, 1-l 



Fig. 8: Projectile FIZI, 1119 f,s., M =0*996 





Fig. IO: Projectile F121, 1118 f.s., pII = 0.995 





Es * 12: ~o~ec~ile Pl19, $$I4 fs., 73 0.9 



. 13: F102, 2100 f.s., 



Fig. T4: Projedile F105, 2085 f.s., h: = 1.84 



Fig, 15: Projectile PlO8, 31 f.s., = 2.75 





Projectile II&, jJ+w f.s., hf = 3.08 



Fig. 18: Projectile 1108, 325 f.~., M = 3.09 



. 19: ojectile ElOl, 0 P.S., M = j.10 



Fig. 20: Projectile Ft103, 3510 f.s., M = 3.12 



Fig. 21: ~o~eot~~e 0100, 3495 f.s., 14 = 3.10 



Fig. 22: Projectile 0103, 3510 f.s., 16 = 3.12 



Fig. 23: Projectile 3k, 3505 f.s., M = 3.i1 





Pig. 25: ~cject~~e FlZ4, 3510 f.s., = 3.11 



Fig. 26: ProjecLile MZ5, 3510 f.s., WI = 3.12 



Fig. 27: Pmjectile N-701, 3495 f.s., M = j.:O 





FIG. 29. 



t=iG. 30. 



FIG. 31. 
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FIGS 38& 39. 
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FIG. 42. 
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